
Physis 200-04Assignment 51)Old Quantum Mehanis: The Bohr Sommerfeld Quantum rules statedthat if the lassial orbit was losed (returned on itself) then the quantumrule was that Z p _qdt = nh (1)where the on�guration variable (eg the positions) is q, and p is the momen-tum. Assuming that the momentum is p = mv = m _q,(ie the dot denotesderivative with respet to time) and we are looking at a harmoni osillatorm�q = �kq (2)and the energy is 12 �m _q2 + kq2� (3)What is the general solution to the equations of motion? Express the energyand the quantum integral in terms of the parameters of the general solution.Show that the quantum ondition lead to the resultEharm os = nh� (4)where � is the frequeny of the osillator 12�sqrt km .(The true quantum answer is E = (n+ 12)h�)(2a)Consider the earth in irular orbit around the sun. What would thebe the di�erene in radius for two adjaent energy levels of the earth? (Re-member that the quantization ondition for the earth is that the momentumof the earth times its veloity integrated over time around one orbit is equalto an integer times h. In this ase this integer is alled the priniple quan-tum number. I want the di�erene in radii orresponding to adjaent integerswhere one of the integers orresponds to the urrent orbit of the earth.) Whatis the energy di�erene between these two orbits as a fration of the earth'sorbital energy? 1



Hint: You need to use the various piees of information about Newtonianorbits{ Kepler's laws, Newton's laws for orbits, et.b)Bohr Correspondene: Show that the frequeny of the emitted photonor graviton from the earth in irular orbit around the sun from the deay be-tween two adjaent priniple quantum numbers for the earth approximatelyequals the orbital frequeny of the earth.Ie, show from the �rst part that the energy is proportional to Kn2 where Kis a onstant expressed in terms of the masses of the earth and sun, and theNewtonian Gravitational onstant. Then show that the derivative of E withrespet to n (En � En�1 = En�En�1(�n=1) � dEndn ) divided by h is just the orbitalfrequeny for the urrent radius of the earth's orbit.Bohr's orrespondene priniple basially says that at large quantumnumbers the quantum system should behave like a lassial system. Sine fora lassial system one would expet the frequeny of the emitted radiationto equal the orbital frequeny, the quantum frequeny of transition betweenadjaent levels should approximately be the lassial frequeny.3. Calulate the following omplex operations: i) (3�4i)((1�5i)�(2+i))ii) (10� 5i)(2 + 2i)=(3 + 4i)iii)Find the roots of the following equation, using omplex numbers ifneessary x2 + 3x+ 5 = 0 (5)iv) Expand the expression (x+2i)(x+1+i)=(x+i) into a single expressiona+ bi where both a and b are real numbers. Assume x is a real number.4. Multiply the matriesi) � 1 + i 1 + i1� i 1� i���1 i�i +1� (6)ii) Find the transpose, the Hermetian transpose, and the inverse of thematrix � 1 + i 1 + i1� i 1 + i� (7)2


